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Create an
impact
The Deloitte RegTech Lab allows you to tackle your
toughest, most complex industry challenges and keep
pace with rapid regulatory changes. You’ll work alongside
our regulatory specialists, industry partners and research
experts to experience and co create smart, scalable
RegTech solutions to digitally reinvent your business.
Join us at Deloitte’s Innovation Campus and develop
RegTech solutions as an answer to your pain-points in
order to drive growth and sustainable success.
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Jump onto the RegTech wave.
Together with us.
There’s no substitute for inventing the new
together. Roll up your sleeves and collaborate alongside our RegTech experts, internal
and external partners to jointly develop
new solutions that will digitize your business
like never before. Reduce risks, enhance
process quality and develop entirely new
ways to deliver higher efficiency in fulfilling
regulatory requirements.
Leveraging Deloitte’s deep understanding of
RegTech solutions, you can explore how to
link data and technology to pass given and
upcoming challenges.
Our equally deep understanding of the
entire regulatory landscape and innovative
technologies can help you transform regulation into efficient satisfied requirements.
And thanks to the reciprocal partnerships
with international RegTech leaders, you will
be able to make confident choices about
which RegTech solution can help you, facing
your challenges.
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Fig. 1 – Your Challenges
Digitization
Complex and heterogeneous internal
architectural IT environment coupled
with high lead times and costs.
Manual Processes
Complicated procedures
increase the chance of error
and give people incentive to
ignore controls.

Regulatory Pressures
Regulators expect more and use
powerful analytical tools and
practices to identify compliancerelated risks.

Globalization
Continuous „internationalization“, but
reporting tools are typically used locally
in various departments and not
governed centrally.

Confusing Vendor-Landscape
In response to the explosion of
vendors developing cutting-edge
solutions, institutions struggle to
identify suitable partners.
Data and Analytics
Regulators recognize the power in eﬀective
data analytics to help drive strong risk
management and regulatory compliance,
and have included it in their own
supervision and enforcement processes.
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Efficiency gains on multiple fronts
with RegTech
Compliance modernization is no longer optional. It’s another to live it. Get out of your
day-to-day comfort zone and experience
first-hand cutting-edge innovation that can
transform your business. Be inspired by
and engage with new technologies, design
thinking workshops, and hands-on sandboxing to prepare your business for future
regulations and keep pace with change – all
in a welcoming and collaborative Lab that
fosters creativity by design.

At the Lab, You’ll experience:
Integration of new technologies
Bring new technologies to life to see the
'art of the possible' with practical use cases
and customized scenarios covering present
and future regulatory pain points. Our prototypes visualize how to apply technologies
like AI, RPA & Co combined with futuristic approaches to solve critical compliance issues.

Design-Thinking Sandboxing
Apply design thinking in the regulatory
context to improve products and services,
customer experiences, and operations by
putting people at the heart of your innovation design process. With our innovation
management we can analyze your data by
means of new technologies and display it in
our Lab.

Fig. 2 – Technologies

Forget sitting passively in a conference
room or being talked at for hours in a sterile
environment. The Lab is about true engagement. Dig into memorable experiences
that are customized to your interests and
industry.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI)
and Machine Learning

Robotics
Process Automation

Big Data –
Data Mining & Analytics
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Fig. 3 – Our benefits, your advantage

Improved quality

Performance-based
modular cost structure

Cheaper regulatorybased services

Less complex
compliance

Enhanced eﬃciency

Non-invasive
implementations

Lower cost of technology
solutions

End-to-end
data management
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Where Regulatory
meets Technology
Unleash the power of RegTech – defined as
the digital reinvention of compliance – by
visiting Germany‘s first RegTech Lab. A place
for mutual sandboxing and co-creation for
the RegTech solutions of tomorrow.

Fig. 4 – Our Unique Selling Proposition

Deloitte as
RegIntegrator

Showroom for
solution display

Central point for
touchable solutions

Managed RegTech
Services Incubator

Bundled regulatory and
technology capacities
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Fig. 5 – RegTech Use Cases

Fraud Monitoring
i.e. anti-fraud
and market abuse
identiﬁcation systems incl.
end-to-end integrity
validation and
automation

Regulatory Reporting
i.e. end-to-end
automated reporting
solution incl. auto
updates based on
clients changing needs

Digital Identity
i.e. digital trust and
multifactor authentication
based on cryptographic
digital signatures

Compliance
i.e. regulatory intelligence incl.
machine readable regulations
and alerts as well as
policy mapping and
auditing
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E-KYC/AML/CFT
i.e. digitized due
diligence and onboarding
as well as transaction
monitoring and authenticationbased AML checks

Data Management
i.e. reducing data silos
and improving workﬂows
through dynamic data
minimization and algorithmic
transparency

Governance
i.e. internal control
and accountability mapping
for risk data and optimal
integration and visualization
of dashboards

Risk Management
i.e. risk data aggregation
and stress testing
(scenario analysis) as well
as alert generation
and automated
triggers
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Financial Crime &
Compliance Insights
For several decades, Deloitte has been at
the forefront of providing services to help
their clients – including many of the world’s
leading financial institutions as well as
governments – deal with the myriad business and compliance issues presented by
financial crime.
Deloitte is uniquely positioned to help create
and implement financial crime prevention
programs. The firm’s financial crime network
spans across 700 cities in nearly 154 countries and our main business lines. There are
over 10,000 professionals with extensive
technical knowledge on almost all aspects
of financial crime, drawn from serving 80
percent of the financial services companies
listed in the 2017 Fortune Global 500.

Deloitte has been recognized as a leader
by many other leading analyst firms in the
areas that are critical to providing sound financial crime advisory services. These areas
include Forensic & Investigative Services,
Dispute Advisory & Analysis Services, Security and Cyber Security Consulting, Business
Consulting Services for Governance, Risk &
Compliance, Global Risk Management Consulting and Financial Services Consulting.
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Contact
Should you be interested in our ideas or have specific inquiries, feel free to send us a mail at RegTechLab@deloitte.de

Peter Schadt
Partner
RegTech Lab Lead
Tel: +49 (0)151 5800 2618
pschadt@deloitte.de

Manfred Wandelt
Senior Manager
RegTech Client Relationship Management
Tel: +49 (0)151 5800 4107
mwandelt@deloitte.de

Sebastian Hainzl
Senior Manager
RegTech Integration & Implementation
Tel: +49 (0)151 5800 2617
shainzl@deloitte.de
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This communication contains general information only not suitable for addressing the
particular circumstances of any individual case and is not intended to be used as a
basis for commercial decisions or decisions of any other kind. None of Deloitte GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft or Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, its member
firms, or their related entities (collectively, the “Deloitte network”) is, by means of this
communication, rendering professional advice or services. No entity in the Deloitte
network shall be responsible for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who
relies on this communication.
Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private
company limited by guarantee (“DTTL”), its network of member firms, and their related
entities. DTTL and each of its member firms are legally separate and independent
entities. DTTL (also referred to as “Deloitte Global”) does not provide services to
clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/de/UeberUns for a more detailed description of
DTTL and its member firms.
Deloitte provides audit, risk advisory, tax, financial advisory and consulting services
to public and private clients spanning multiple industries; legal advisory services
in Germany are provided by Deloitte Legal. With a globally connected network of
member firms in more than 150 countries, Deloitte brings world-class capabilities and
high-quality service to clients, delivering the insights they need to address their most
complex business challenges. Deloitte’s approximately 286,000 professionals are
committed to making an impact that matters.
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